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acquired at the University to a type of most service to>
the ordinary schoolboy and the ordinary adult in his.
home and professional occupations.
The need and nature of this circle of working English
has been dwelt on again and again throughout this book.
For the teacher of English in the school it is not con-
versance with Milton, Chaucer, Burke, Burns, or even
Anthony Hope, or a knowledge of the history of English
Literature, nor even the power to write an essay on
literary or reflective subjects or on subjects of tho
University curriculum of the University standard th?^ ',
anything like so important as a working mastery of ^aily
commonplace English idioms, an acquaintance^Yritb
English books of a kind and standard suitable for "bo^t
of school age, a good pronunciation, and some power :i?
reading aloud.. This means a course on quite di^erent
lines, taught in a different way, from the courses and
procedure in vogue for University students. The high
school teacher requires a specially designed intensive
English curriculum. And for his training, besides the
practical study of phonetics just mentioned, is required
not only familiarity with the general technique of
teaching, but a study of and practice in the special
technique of modern language teaching, in association
with suitable reading books (intensive and cursory),
actually used in schools, but leaving room for independent
experiment.
University English
Now all this is the business of training institutions,,
as far as it is not a customary part of the University
degree course in English. The student who takes to-
teaching after a University degree course in English comes
to his task seriously handicapped by his addiction for
four years at a University to English of a kind that does
actual harm in schools, and his abstention from just that
sort of plain language that does equal service at the
pupil stage for speaking and writing, and is at least as
good a groundwork for his reading as the other. What
the University student acquires is English at once bookist
and bare. What the teacher of English requires is the
English of speech in its simplest and most useful

